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Abstract. Applications focusing on analysis of multivariate spatiotemporal series
(MVS) have proliferated over the past decade. Researchers in a wide array of
domains ranging from action recognition to sports analytics have come forward
with novel methods to classify this type of data, but well-defined benchmarks for
comparative evaluation of the MVS classification methods are non-existent. We
present MVSC-Bench, to target this gap.
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1 Introduction
A Multivariate Spatiotemporal Series (MVS) dataset captures trajectories of several
moving objects in a given space and timeframe. Each spatiotemporal source
corresponds to one object, where objects can be birds in a flock, players in a sports
team, vehicles in a transportation network or joints in human body. Figure 1 is an
example of MVS dataset capturing human gait, where trajectories of same joints are
visualized. Classification of MVS datasets has numerous knowledge discovery use
cases such as gait identification [6], mobility analysis [2] and action recognition [1]
from gait MVS as shown in Figure 1, traffic behavior analysis from traffic MVS and
team tactic analysis from sports MVS. Several methods have been proposed for MVS
classification, including solutions based on feature extraction [6], time series analysis
[9], episode mining [10], etc. Despite the vast research interest in MVS classification
(MVSC), reliable and generic benchmarks as well as tools to evaluate the effectiveness
of new methods are non-existent. In turn, this results in confusion with respect to the
transferability of approaches across domains, and therefore difficulty in choosing the
appropriate methodology.
To fill this gap, in this paper we propose the demonstration of a benchmarking and
evaluation tool, dubbed MVSC-Bench, which addresses three needs:
1. A benchmark for comparative analysis of the performance of existing MVS
classification methods.
2. A standard for MVS data format as well as unified interface for MVS
classification methods
3. A tool to evaluate performance of new MVS classification methods versus
existing methods.

Fig. 1. MVS dataset capturing joint trajectories of human gait
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the benchmark
we have defined for MVS classification including datasets, benchmark experiments,
and baseline classification methods. Section 3 describes MVSC-Bench system we
developed to implement our benchmark and the challenges we addressed toward this
end. Section 4 elaborates on our demonstration plan to showcase functionalities of the
MVSC-Bench system.

2 Benchmark
Our benchmark is defined to evaluate performance of the MVS classification methods
based on a variety of parameters including:
• Number of MVS datasets (e.g., human gaits) considered for training and
testing
• Number of instances considered for each MVS dataset (e.g., number of gait
instances for each human subject)
• Number of objects considered in each MVS data instance (e.g., number of
joints considered for each gait MVS dataset)
• Any other method specific parameters (e.g., features to be extracted, type of
similarity measure to be used, minimum support, etc.)
Users of MVSC-Bench can use these parameters to define a thorough and extensive set
of benchmarking experiments to evaluate performance of various existing (and new)
MVS classification methods. With MVSC-Bench we have also implemented two
baseline methods for MVS classification to serve as reference for comparison (see
section 3 for more details on baseline methods). The benchmark also defines standard
interface that allows “plugging” in new methods to be compared with the baseline and
other methods. The methods are compared based on the following measures: Accuracy,
Time to train, Time to test and Memory required to save learning model. Moreover, our
benchmark includes two sample MVS datasets, one capturing human gaits of over 140
humans with 4 or 5 instances of MVS data captured for each human walking across the
view of a Microsoft Kinect [6] and the other one which records location of players in a
soccer game which spans over 40 minutes capturing various spatial features of each
player [8]. Our benchmark also defines a standard format that allows incorporating
other MVS datasets in the benchmark.

3 System Description
MVSC-Bench is the demonstration system we have developed to implement our MVS
classification benchmark. In this section, we briefly present components of the MVSCBench system. A video demonstration of MVSC-Bench is available online [11].
3.1 User Interface
MVSC-Bench supports two user interfaces: Graphical User Interface (GUI) and
command line interface. With GUI (Figure 2), users interactively modify the
parameters for experimentation. This mode allows users to experiment with baseline
methods and allows for limited repeatability. The command line interface is for users
who wish to create jobs to execute several experiments using established configuration
files. Moreover, this mode allows users to customize the configuration file to include a
new method or dataset. These two interfaces provide users with the flexibility to choose
how to use MVSC-Bench based on needs and expertise level.

Fig. 2. MVSC-Bench GUI Sections: (1) Dataset path, (2) Generic Benchmarking
parameters, (3) Approach specific configuration, and (4) Export/Import section
3.2 Baseline Methods
There are two baseline methods that have been embedded into the implementation of
MVSC-Bench. The first approach is based on Feature Extraction [3-6] and it focuses

on extracting certain features from the data that will represent the multivariate
spatiotemporal series for classification. These features are a generalization of the
features specified in [6]. Once these features are extracted from given data, they are
used to implement nearest neighbor classification.
The second approach is based on the idea of MVS Time Series Similarity analysis
where entries for each individual variate is considered as a time series. The similarity
between two MVS datasets is then evaluated by measuring similarity based on
corresponding variates using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) or Euclidean Distance
and aggregating the pair-wise similarity of variates to compare similarity of MVS
datasets.
3.3 Standard Plug-in Interface for New Methods
MVSC-Bench defines an “IApproachImplementation” interface which defines
methods, their parameters and their return values that must be strictly followed by any
method that is to be integrated with MVSC-Bench. This interface defines methods for
training (where the new method should build the learning model), testing (where the
learning model should be applied to one MVS dataset at a time) as well as two
miscellaneous methods to retrieve the name of the approach and to write any
information for the specific approach to a file.
3.4 Standard Data Format for New Dataset Integration
Finally, MVSC-Bench also defines a standard format that allows the integration of new
MVS datasets into the benchmark. The format defines a folder structure where each
MVS dataset (e.g. gait data for each individual) is stored in respective folders with the
name of the folder indicating the class represented by the dataset. Each such folder may
contain one or more text files that represent different instances of data. Figure 3 presents
the format for an entry for each object of each instance of data stored.
Entry<M>Name;<X>;<Y>;<Z>;<Other Spatial Features separated by semicolon>
Fig. 3. MVSC-Bench Data Format for entries in each instance

4 Demonstration Plan
To demonstrate MVSC-Bench, we intend to use gait analysis as the focus application for
demonstration. We will walk the audience through the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain the concept of MVS, MVSC and need of MVSC-Bench.
Present the users with gait based identification [2, 6] as an application of MVSC.
Present the user interface of the MVSC-Bench and its functionality.
Describe the command line interface provided for execution of experiments using a
configuration file.
5. Elaborate the programming interface of MVSC-Bench defines to accommodate new
methods.
6. Walk the audience through the process of using MVSC-Bench to integrate two new MVS
classification methods.

a.

An extended feature based method that includes special features useful for gait
analysis (e.g. stride length, gait cycle time, height of individual, etc.)
b. A new pattern based classification method (see below for more detail about this
method).
7. Execute sample experiment and (while that executes) present the data format and how
they can leverage it to add more gravity to their comparative study.
8. Present and elaborate on the contents of the results.
In the remaining of this section we briefly describe the pattern based classification method
mentioned above. This method extracts frequent patterns from MVS data. Each gait MVS dataset
is then represented by the patterns derived from the dataset. Finally, in analogy with document
classification, we consider each pattern as a word representing a gait dataset, and use TF-IDF [7]
as similarity measure to classify MVS datasets.
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